Abstract --
I.INTRODUCTION
Starting with the pioneering work of Farrell (1957) on the calculations of cost efficiency, stochastic frontier models have been used successfully in many field. Aigner and Lovell (1976) worked on the model = ( , ) + by taking = + . To estimate the cost efficiency of each producer, distribution assumptions are required. In 1977 Aigner,Lovell and Schmidt published a paper in which assumed to follow normal distribution and half normal distribution and exponential distribution.Battes and Corra (1977) assumed half normal distribution for for the production frontier. Steven B Coudill (2003) considered normal-half normal distribution for for the model = + + ,the stochastic frontier (cost) regression model. In this paper normal-half normal distribution is used to calculate the joint density function of u and v. Once the marginal density function of is calculated, using loglikelihood functions Parameters like , , are estimated. Measures of cost efficiency for NHSCFM are obtained once the conditional probability of given is derived.
II. THE NORMAL-HALF NORMAL STOCHASTIC COST FRONTIER MODEL (NHSCFM)
Considering the stochastic cost frontier model, the following assumptions in the distribution were made.
1) ~ (0, )
2) ~ (0, ) that is non negative half normal.
3) and are distributed independently of each other and of the regressors.
Probability density function of u is given by
Probability density function of v is given by
The joint density function of u and v is the product of their individual density functions, Joint distribution of u and v is ,f (u, v) = f (u).f (v)
Making the transformations = + , the joint density function of and is
The marginal density function of is obtained by integrating ( , ) with respect to u.
Define:
where (. ), Φ(. ) are the density function and standard normal cumulative distribution respectively. The marginal density function ( ) is asymmetrically distributed, with mean and variance as below.
Similarly,
Therefore,
The likelihood function of the sample is the product of the density function of the individual observations, which is given as,
Christopher F. Parmeter and Subal C. Kumbhakar (2014) , got the corresponding log likelihood function for = − ( ; ) as
The log likelihood equation for a sample of N producers for equation 22 is:
Cost efficiency can be measured,once the parameters are calculated using log -likelihood function.
III .ESTIMATION OF THE PARAMETERS OF NHSCFM
Parameters , , can be estimated using the first order conditions of the maximization of loglikelihood function.
Consider,
The first order partial derivatives of (39) with respect to , , are
Where is a (m × 1) vector consisting of elements in the i the row of , and Φ are the standard normal density and distribution function respectively. These functions are evaluated at 
Simplifying further,
The likelihood estimator of is given by
To evaluate the likelihood estimator of following is defined 
Thus the maximum likelihood estimator can be evaluated using for technical efficiency, which can be adopted for cost efficiency.
